The “Acrylic” Collection
Achieve an exceptionally good look with this design at a low price point.

A very sophisticated look at a remarkably low price!

41091W22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 8w, TL 520, DL 453, 3000k, Dimmable
h 26”(66cm) x v 60”(152cm), adj. to 72”(183cm)
Finish: White/Wood (W).

41097W22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 56w, TL 2576, DL 2041, 3000k, Dimmable
h 8”(20cm) x v 11”(28cm), adj. to 60”(153cm)
Finish: White/Wood (W).
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LED Legend
TL = Total Lumens
DL = Delivered Lumens

41095W22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 24w, TL 1440, DL 1063, 3000k, Dimmable
→ 18" (46cm) x ∣ 50" (127cm), ∣ adj. to 60" (153cm)
Finish: White/Wood (W).

41093W22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 24w, TL 1440, DL 1063, 3000k, Dimmable
→ 30" (76cm) x 36" (91cm), ∣ adj. to 60" (153cm)
Finish: White/Wood (W).
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The “Acrylic” Collection
Amazing Low Pricing on the entire Acrylic Family!

41068S22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 76w, TL 8600, DL 8360, 3000k, Dimmable
24"(61cm) x 15"(38cm)
↑ adj. to 60"(153cm)
Finish: Silver (S).
41063S22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 40w, TL 4530, DL 4400, 3000k, Dimmable
→24”(61cm) x ↑3”(8cm)
adj. to 60”(153cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

ADJUSTABLE Cable Length
from 18”(46cm) to 60”(153cm).
NOTE: MINIMUM 18”(46cm)
from ceiling is required.

41062S22
ACRYLIC (pictured),
LED x 24w, TL 2725, DL 2640, 3000k, Dimmable
→16”(41cm) x ↑3”(8cm)
adj. to 60”(153cm)
Finish: Silver (S).

LED Legend
TL = Total Lumens
DL = Delivered Lumens
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